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Abstract
This thesis investigates how users want to control IoT devices in their homes with headset
AR. Gestural and voice controls are both suitable methods of input for headset AR. However,
there is a lack of end-user input in the design of such gestures and voice commands: especially in
comparative terms. An elicitation study is performed with 16 participants to gather their preferred
voice commands and gestures for a set of referents. The contribution is an analysis of 784 inputs
(392 gestures and 392 voice), a resulting gesture set and command types, comparative method
preferences, a novel method to analyze voice command input (called voice command pattern
template), as well as design recommendations based on observations and interviews. These
recommendations serve as guides for future designers and implementors of such voice commands
and gestures.
Keywords: Augmented Reality, Internet of Things, Gestural Interaction, Voice Commands, UserCentered Design, Human Computer Interaction, Elicitation Study
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This thesis investigates user preferences for interacting with the Internet of Things (IoT)
using augmented reality (AR) headsets as output devices and gesture or voice input. The Internet
of Things is the connection of everyday objects that are embedded with the Internet, enabling them
to send and receive data to each other [55]. This includes devices being able to generate data and
output it. Examples of such devices may be: televisions, lights, and thermostats. Usually, if these
devices are embedded with Internet capabilities, they can be controlled by phone apps (such as the
Phillips Hue app to control smart lights) or voice-controlled home systems such as the Google
Home. This thesis investigates what it would be like to control these IoT devices with augmented
reality that uses a headset. In specific, the hope is to see how users want to interact using gestures
and voice commands. Things that are looked for are: what kind of gestures and voice commands
people want to use and whether they prefer one control method over another. A requirements
elicitation study is contributed to help inform designers and implementers of such interactions with
the users’ perspective.

Figure 1: LG smart TV [Left], Phillips Hue lightbulb [Center], and Nest thermostat [Right]
are all examples of devices that are “smart” or embedded with Internet capabilities. These
are usually capable of being remotely controlled via apps or home control systems such as
the Google Home. [Image sources: 70, 113, 123].

2
1.1 Augmented Reality
Immersive technology provides an environment that surrounds the user. Virtual reality
(VR) and augmented reality (AR) are both examples of immersive technology, and this thesis
focuses on augmented reality. AR is technology that superimposes a computer-generated image
on a user's view of the real world, thus providing a composite view [9]. Recent commercial
examples of such technology are Pokémon Go and the Ikea Place AR app. Pokémon Go is a game
that was launched in 2016 that uses geographical information and displays holographic1 characters
in the real environment that the user must “catch”. The Ikea Place app displays holographic
furniture in the real environment making it simple for the user to decide on potential furniture. As
most other commercially-used AR, these apps are also based on touch screen technology such as
smartphones and tablets.

Figure 2: Commercial examples of current augmented reality. The Pokémon Go game app
[Left] and the Ikea Place app [Right] both demonstrate that most commercial AR is based
on touch screens such as phones and tablets [image sources: 69, 59].

“Holographic” is used as a shortcut for “virtual holograms”. “Holographic” usually refers to a 3-dimensional
image.
1

3
However, headset-based AR technology is attempting to segue into commercial usage.
Headset AR consists of wearing a glasses-like device on the head so that the physical environment
and holographic components that are usually seen through a phone or tablet are now visible
through the glasses. There are apps being released on the commercial front for headsets such as
the Microsoft HoloLens. Although this is the case, the current price range of such headsets
prevents it from being accessible to the mass public. Moreover, the bulkiness of such headsets
paired with the small field of view that they currently offer deters public users from investing at
the stage they are in right now. Nonetheless, headset companies strive to bridge these two gaps to
eventually bring them to the hands of the users. Furthermore, headsets are at the forefront for AR
researchers and industry, and ideal usage is at the stage of being investigated by those in Research
& Development. One example is ThyssenKrupp’s probe into elevator maintenance using AR [49].

Figure 3: An example of the emergence of headset-based AR in Research & Development.
Thyssenkrupp prototypes what it would be like to offer elevator maintenance workers
headset-based guidance [49].

4
Headset-based augmented reality is valued for some specific benefits that it offers. Firstly,
the workspace/ real-estate that AR offers can be more seamlessly utilized via a headset simply
because interaction is not limited to the screen space of the tablet/ phone. Also, holographic
components are 3-dimensional, and users can even walk through them and all around them. This
offers a very close-up view for cases in which holographic components need to be closely
examined. Also, headset AR offers a level of privacy in which those around the user cannot easily
see what the user is seeing. As the holographic components can only be seen with the headset on.
As well, headsets allow for a hands-free approach since the headset does not have to be held up.
Users can simply use their hands in thin air for gesture interaction or voice commands to prompt
the system. Moreover, the user views both holographic components and the physical environment
through the same perspective with the headset as opposed to touch-screen-based AR. For example,
when using a tablet, the holographic components are only viewable and interactable through the
screen of the tablet whereas with the headset, holographic components can be seen through the
turn of one’s head in the right direction- much like with physical objects.
In general terms, augmented reality offers 4 types of interactions (as seen in the images
below). The merger of the physical and virtual world allows the user to manipulate: 1) physical
objects as if they were not wearing the headset at all, 2) holographic /virtual objects almost as if
the physical world around them does not exist, and 3) a combination of manipulating physical
objects to alter virtual objects and 4) manipulating virtual objects to alter physical objects.
Conclusively, there are multiple levels of controls for users of this technology.
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Figure 4: Demonstrates an example of
an AR scenario. There are three
components in this scenario: the user
(real person) wearing an AR headset, a
physical TV, and a holographic remote
control for the TV (which only the
wearer of the headset can see). This
example is used to demonstrate the 4
ways of being able to interact in
augmented reality (as demonstrated by
the following 4 figures).

Figure 5: Firstly, the user can
manipulate physical objects as if they
were not wearing the headset at all.
Here, the user goes to the TV and turns
it on (without a remote control). They
can walk right through the holographic
remote and directly manipulate the
physical object.
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Figure 6: Secondly, the user can manipulate holographic objects almost as if the physical
world around them does not exist. Here, the user increases the size of the holographic
remote control.

Figure 7: Thirdly, the user can manipulate physical objects to alter virtual objects. Here, as
the user increases the volume on the physical TV, the volume level shows as increased on
the holographic remote as well.
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Figure 8: Fourthly, the user can manipulate virtual objects to alter physical objects. Here,
when the user presses the virtual power button on the holographic remote control, the
physical TV turns off.

1.2 The Internet of Things
The Internet of Things (IoT) is the ever-growing network of physical objects that feature
an IP address for internet connectivity, and the communication that occurs between
these objects and other Internet-enabled devices and systems [116]. These devices are inclusive of
chips that enable them to generate, output, and receive data and be able to “talk” to each other.
There are multiple types of IoT or “smart” capabilities that a device may have [86]. Audio and
Video allows devices to access servers and render media. Cloud capability allows the device to
store and access data on the Internet. Device Management means that the device has management
capabilities such as troubleshooting, configuration, etc. Home Automation is specific to devices
that are home-based. These include services like solar protection blinds, digital security cameras,
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lighting controls, and HVAC (for thermostats). IoT Management and Control is the capability of
a device to act as a bridge between the network and sensors & actuators. Multiscreen allows for
displaying the same media simultaneously on multiple devices: such as a TV and a phone.
Networking is a capability which is embedded in a device that acts as a gateway between the
residential Local Area Network (LAN) and Wide Area Network (WAN), and through this, the
device facilitates the smooth functioning of other IoT devices. Printing enables the functions of a
smart printer (one that communicates over the network). Remoting allows home devices to
communicate with remote devices. Scanning enables the functions of a smart scanner (just like a
smart printer). Telephony enables management of incoming and outgoing phone calls and
messages, etc. There is one more capability which can be referred to as Basic Devices which are
low-cost entry points into the smart technology world. These contain very minimal interaction
capabilities but can be discovered and minimally controlled through a network. These are
examples of what major IoT capabilities are offered in today’s smart devices.

Figure 9: Example of IoT/ smart devices that may co-exist within a network. These devices
can be discovered on the network and can also be controlled via a control point if one exists
[Image source: 98].
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Many of these IoT capabilities and devices are seen in homes. However, these devices
could be used in multiple scenarios: homes, offices, control rooms for industrial/ factory purposes.
The focus of this thesis is on the home scenario. An IoT control is any medium used to interact
with or manipulate IoT devices. This includes phone apps such as the Philips Hue app to control
lights as well as home control systems such as the Google Home. For this thesis, IoT controls are
defined as being the combination of the control method (voice and/or gesture) and interface
(augmented reality holographic components) used to manipulate or interact with physical IoT
devices.

Figure 10: Current forms of IoT Controls. [Top] Phillips Hue phone app to control smart
lights. [Bottom] Google Home and Amazon Echo voice control devices to control various
smart devices [Image Sources: 120, 75].
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Figure 11: Example of an IoT control from our study. This thesis defines IoT controls as
the combination of the control method (gesture in this case) and the augmented reality
interface (holographic clock here). This control is being used to interact with or manipulate
the physical IoT device (light). The clock is used to set the light automation times. This is
also an example of headset AR based IoT controls.

1.3 Home Usage Scenarios
As of now, home devices that have IoT capabilities are things like lights, garages,
thermostats, televisions, speakers, etc. As the practice of embedding computers into everyday
devices increases, having a dinner table keeping track of what food the user eats or having a couch
keep track of the user’s health vitals is not far-fetched. The purpose of smart devices is to make
everyday life easier for the user, and thus there is an increasing effort to make more devices that
are IoT-based. Designers regard affordances (or what the environment offers) when creating these
devices. Examples of things to keep mind from an AR perspective are the following. How do users
want to expand a menu for a light that is high up? Should the expanded menu “come down” to
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head level so that users avoid craning their neck? When is it more convenient to talk to the system
rather than use gestures and vice versa? What happens when a user is controlling a device from far
away? When does the user have their hands full and cannot interact with a device? Going off these
ideas, this thesis probes on how users want to interact with such devices in home scenarios. More
specifically, 8 home IoT tasks are developed, front-end prototypes are created, and users are asked
to interact with gestural and voice command input.

Figure 12: In a generic household like the one pictured here, there are some devices that
may be smart or IoT-enabled: TV, lights, fan, dishwasher. However, with the rapid
increase of embedded computability, in the future, the table may be able to keep track of
what one is eating or the sofa may track health stats. [Image source: 111]

1.4 Types of Major Controls: Gesture and Voice
Today’s input technologies include touch screen input, non-screen-dependent gestures,
voice commands, physical buttons and knobs, eye-tracking (gaze), input using the skin: to name a
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few. The most commonly used are physical buttons and knobs (including computer keys), voice
commands, and touch screen input. For the headset augmented reality that is used for this thesis,
the most common inputs are gestures (made in thin air), voice commands, and gaze. Gaze is usually
used analogous to a cursor on a computer. As mentioned above, this thesis focuses on gestures and
voice commands.

Figure 13: Various methods of input. [Top Left] Skin-based input, [Top Center] touch screen
input, [Top Right] physical button input, [Bottom Left] voice command input, [Bottom
Center] eye-tracking or gaze input, [Bottom Right] gestural input. [Image sources: 45, 30,
76, 19, 126, 6]
Gestures are the most commonly used method of input for AR headsets. However, current
hardware restricts users to a pre-defined set of gestures. The user makes use of their fingers and
hand to “select”, “click”, or bring up a menu, etc. These gestures are usually determined by what
is easy for the hardware to recognize. Examples of gestures are the “air tap” and “bloom” which
are used for the Microsoft HoloLens.
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The voice method is another method that comes secondary to the gestural input. When
using the Microsoft HoloLens, it is especially used when an annotation appears over a button that
enables users to read it to “click” on the button. Other than this, there are other commands that are
recognized by the hardware. This method is also restricted with a pre-defined set of commands. In
this thesis, the aim is to see what types of voice and gestures users want to use if there are no predefined restrictions.

Figure 14: An example of a home IoT scenario in which the user is controlling devices
through a Microsoft HoloLens. The user can be seen performing a “bloom” gesture to access
information, view media, and perhaps even control appliances in their home [73].
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1.5 Motivation
Headset AR comes with methods of input that provide the user a pre-determined set of
interactions. A literature review, which is detailed in chapter two, found that there is a gap in terms
of eliciting end-user preferences for augmented reality interactions. There is some work done to
elicit gestural interactions: not necessarily augmented reality-based. Some of these are Chan et.
al’s elicitation on single hand micro gestures [22] and Wu et al.’s elicitation on gesture interaction
for immersive virtual reality shopping applications [124]. In addition, there is a significantly lesser
amount of elicitation done in terms of voice commands. One such example is Hüttenrauch et. al’s
elicitation on commands for mobile devices and services [52]. There are only a few elicitations
performed in terms of both gesture and voice. These include Ghosh et. al’s elicitation on mobile
voice assistants (with gesture as a secondary aspect) [40], Rodriguez et. al’s elicitation on
interactions with public displays (with voice as a secondary aspect) [103], and Peshkova et. al’s
elicitation on user-defined gestures and voice commands to control an unmanned aerial vehicle
[92]. None of these comparative elicitations are based on augmented reality. Thus, this thesis aims
to help fill this gap. More specifically, the hope is to provide insight into scenarios based on smart
homes (IoT).

Figure 15: Overview of user defined gestures for opting-in and opting-out from interactions
with public displays from Rodriguez et al.’s elicitation [103].
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Figure 16: The most frequently used/suggested voice and gesture commands to control an
unmanned aerial vehicle from Peshkova et al.’s elicitation [92]. This is a rare piece of work
that is a comparative elicitation between voice and gestures with emphasis on both. The aim
is to help fill this gap: especially in terms of augmented reality for IoT.

1.6 Research Goals
This thesis has four primary goals. The first is to inform designers and implementers about
the current state of immersive IoT controls, especially in terms of augmented reality controls for
IoT home scenarios. An extensive literature review is conducted to comprehend the current state
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of augmented reality as well as IoT controls in terms of current hardware, application, and research.
Research in gestures and voice commands in terms of AR and Non-AR is also extensively covered
in the literature review. The second goal is to determine an elicitation method for involving users
in the design of headset AR based IoT controls. More specifically, the aim is to determine how
people like using immersive IoT controls. What are the gestures that people want to use? What are
the voice commands that people want to use? The third goal is to provide a useful set of guidelines
for the design of headset AR based IoT controls. These would ideally improve subsequent studies
and implementations of immersive IoT controls. The aforementioned guidelines will be based on
the results of the elicitation study. The fourth goal is to determine if users have a preference for
voice control versus gesture control when navigating the controls.

1.7 Research Questions
To emphasize the relevance of this research and provide a concise contextual overview of
the research space to potential designers of headset AR based IoT controls, the first question that
arises is:
1. What is the current state of research regarding immersive IoT controls (especially
based on headset AR)?
Answering this question will achieve the first research goal by informing audiences about the
headset AR based IoT controls research space. Despite AR and IoT both being buzzwords that are
valued as cutting-edge concepts in industry and research, there is not a lot of research work on a
combination of these concepts.
2. How can gestures and voice commands be elicited to trigger specific AR-IoT control
tasks from users?
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Although there are no elicitation studies for headset AR based IoT controls, there are a range of
elicitation studies involving similar methods to navigate other types of systems. These existing
studies are valuable for their methods as well as findings. Also, utilizing a similar study method
will aid us by providing useful data for evaluating the method itself. After determining the
appropriate elicitation methodology, the study can be conducted to address the third research goal.
From the results of the study, the goal is to answer:
3. What insights can be derived from the elicitation study results to make
recommendations to future designers and implementers of headset AR-based IoT
controls?
The results of the study are analyzed both quantitatively and qualitatively. A gesture and voice
command count is conducted and agreement rates are calculated to determine if there is a
consensus. A gesture set as well as a voice command set is proposed- detailing the most popular
gestures and voice commands for each referent. Themes and patterns are examined within the
proposed gestures and voice commands. In addition, user comments are referenced to further any
findings. These observations lead into determining the answer for the fourth research goal:
4. Do users have a preference between voice control versus gesture control for headset
AR based IoT controls?
Just like the methodology for extracting answers for the third goal, this goal also consists of
qualitative and quantitative analysis. A count of how many users prefer voice commands over
gestures and vice versa is conducted. Furthermore, this is supplemented by their comments
regarding each of the two methods.
Research questions #1 and #2 are addressed in Chapter 2 through an extensive literature
review. Questions #3 and #4 are examined in Chapters 3 and 4 which discuss the results of the
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elicitation study along with observational findings and user comments. Chapter 5 discusses the
scope, limitations, future work, and conclusion.
1.8 Research Methodology
Wobbrock et al.’s requirements elicitation methodology [122] is used in which the gulf of
execution [51] is removed so as to accommodate any action performed by the user as acceptable
by the system. This ensures that the user is not limited by any limitations that a fully-implemented
system may possess. In this case, that could have been the ability of the HoloLens to recognize
certain gestures or accents when using voice commands. Creating a mock-up system where the
front end is implemented but manipulated by the researcher as required by the user ensures
freedom to the user. In this way, any gesture or voice command administered by the user is always
successful. The study round of the elicitation method is further elaborated on in Chapter 2 and
application of this methodology is discussed in Chapter 3.
1.9 Thesis Contribution
The contribution includes a study on headset AR based IoT controls especially in terms of
gesture & voice commands. There is classification of a total of 784 elicited inputs in which 392
are elicited gestures and 392 are elicited voice commands (See Appendix D for the complete
dataset). This is followed by the statistical analysis of the data using chen et al.’s revised agreement
rate [26]. Furthermore, there is contribution of user preferences between the two methods of
gesture control versus voice control. A novel method of analyzing voice commands is also
contributed: voice command pattern template. This method is a major contribution since this kind
of analysis has not been done before. Lastly, user comments are used to develop a set of design
guidelines that offer qualitative insight into end-user thinking when designing gestures and voice
commands that are meant to control IoT devices through headset AR: especially for a home
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scenario. The scope of gesture and voice control is broad and offers countless variations, and this
work is a preliminary effort to designing good gestures and voice commands to accommodate the
affordances that users deal with and enhance their experience.
1.10 Thesis Structure
This chapter provides a concise background regarding the research for this thesis. The
primary topic of headset AR based IoT controls is explained in this chapter. Headset AR, IoT,
home usage scenarios, control types (gesture and voice), and motivation are explained here. The
research goals, questions, methodology, and contributions are outlined.
Chapter 2: Background and Related Work – provides an overview of related research. The initial
portion documents the existing research in AR, IoT and controlling IoT devices with headset AR.
The latter portion reviews existing studies and methodologies for conducting gesture elicitation
studies and voice elicitation studies.
Chapter 3: User Elicitation on Augmented Reality for IoT Controls– delivers the design of the
elicitation study, the analysis techniques, and the quantitative results.
Chapter 4: Study Observations, User Comments, and Design Implications– combines the feedback
generated from the post-task interviews with other qualitative analysis. Themes and motivations
identified from the results aid in generating proposed design guidelines for controlling IoT devices
with headset AR.
Chapter 5: Limitations & Conclusion– documents the depth and breadth of the scope of the study
and discusses the challenges and restrictions derived from the limitations. It touches upon potential
future work and confers the significance of the thesis contributions.
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Chapter 2: Background and Related Work
In this chapter, we provide an overview of the existing research and current technology
that is relevant to our work. We cover augmented reality and the Internet of Things. We also cover
existing research in gestures and voice commands. We discuss the elicitation methods that are
helpful to us.
2.1 Augmented Reality Technology
Augmented reality is currently available commercially in terms of headsets, tablets, and
phones. Headsets are used mostly for research given the price, weight, and small field of view.
However, they offer a hands-free approach to augmented reality given that users do not have to
hold a device, but rather wear it on their head. There are various manufacturers of headsets. The
Microsoft HoloLens, which we worked with, provides interaction through gaze, gesture, voice,
and a hand-held clicker if required [43, 44]. The recent HoloLens 2 provides additional input
capabilities and it is sleeker and possesses a more powerful processer than its predecessor [18].
There is an effort to integrate augmented reality capabilities into virtual reality headsets which
usually do not allow the user to see the physical environment around them [41]. Facebook’s recent
Oculus Quest lets the user intermittently view a low-resolution view of the physical environment
to avoid dangers (such as running into something) [104]. Input for virtual reality-based headsets
uses physical controllers in each hand, and Oculus also offers voice input [46]. There are also
augmented reality glasses (pictured in figure 17) which are less bulky than other headsets, but each
manufacturer offers different capabilities [48, 10]. For example, the Google Glass which was
deemed unsuccessful commercially, has some use cases for industry [54]. That can be controlled
via a touchpad on the glasses as well as with voice commands [48]. Also, the Magic Leap One
glasses require the user to sling on their shoulder a tiny computer that runs the glasses [91], and
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the user can input using Headpose (the rotation of your head), Eye Gaze (where you look at and
what you are focusing at), Gesture (hand gestures using your real hands), Voice Commands,
Controller (using the bundled controller and future compatible accessories), Mobile app, Keyboard
[8]. The Epson Moverio products offer a range of inputs depending on the hardware: their headset
has more evolved voice and gesture capabilities than their glasses [44, 37]. The Lenovo
ThinkReality AR headset offers voice control, a hand-held controller, and gaze control [71, 117].
While the ThinkReality is known as a HoloLens competitor- especially since it is more lightweight,
the user must carry another component that runs the ThinkReality while the HoloLens is a
standalone device [71]. The Meta and DreamGlass headsets both function only when tethered to a
computer, and the Meta offers gestural input while DreamGlass also incorporates voice input [90].
All AR glasses and headsets work with some form of gaze.

Figure 17: Various AR headsets. [Top Left] Lenovo ThinkReality, [Top Right] Microsoft
HoloLens, [Bottom Left] DreamWorld DreamGlass, and [Bottom Right] Meta’s Meta 2.
We use the HoloLens. [Image Sources: 117, 121, 35, 64]
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Figure 18: Various AR glasses. These are less bulky in comparison to the headsets. However,
they may also offer lesser capabilities. [Top Left] Epson Moverio BT-300, [Top Right] Magic
Leap One, [Bottom] Google Glass Enterprise Edition. [Image Sources: 108, 36, 48].
There are multiple manufacturers of phones and tablets that offer touch screen based
augmented reality. Apple’s platform is ARKit, and is supported by the tablets and phones that have
an A9 or A10 processor [7]. Google’s software called ARCore is compatible with phones from a
multitude of hardware companies including Apple, Oppo, Samsung and Sony among others [89].
Phone and tablet interactions are based on touching the screen (which is 2 dimensional), so
interactions may feel limited to 2D with that hardware since dragging a finger up to move an object
could be interpreted as moving up or moving back (in depth) [5]. However, being able to touch
the interface provides the user with haptic feedback so that the user actually feels like they are
touching something. This perhaps may be a valuable aspect for some users in terms of feedback
[125]. Interactions on mobile and tablet AR apps are primarily based on touching the screen.
However, embedding other voice control apps (such as SIRI) into the AR software development
kits (such as ARKit) is foreseeable [88, 28].
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Figure 19: Examples of touch screen based augmented reality. [Left] User interacts with the
Houzz app on an iPhone via Apple’s ARKit. [Right] User interacts with an educational app
on an Acer tablet via Google’s ARCore. [Image sources: 32, 1].

2.2 IoT Technology
As of 2019, there are an estimated 26.66 billion IoT connected devices worldwide with a
steady increase projected for future years [115]. This thesis focusses on home based IoT devices.
The devices range in capabilities. As well, devices may fall under the category of control points.
Control points are IoT devices or applications through which users can control other IoT devices.
Examples of control point IoT devices are the Google Home and Amazon Echo. Their Internet
capabilities are used to manipulate or access other IoT devices such as smart televisions or
thermostats. Control points like Google Home and Amazon Echo are based on voice input with
commands like “Okay Google, Open What's new on Netflix” [87]. Phones and tablets also serve
as control points via apps that are meant to control other devices. An example is the YouTube
phone app that lets users cast videos on their smart TVs [42].
In addition, there are some platforms that let users program the way smart devices behave.
A commercial example is the If This Then That (IFTTT) app that facilitates control of many smart
devices and links them with services such as Instagram, Gmail, Spotify, etc. [53]. For example,
the user may link up smart lights to turn on every time they receive an email. A research-based
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example is the Reality Editor that is developed by Huen et al. in MIT’s Fluid Interfaces Lab [50].
This is also one example that uses AR in conjunction with IoT. It is a phone-based AR app that
lets the user “connect” IoT objects together to make them react to one another.

Figure 20: Example of a platform that lets users program the way IoT devices behave. Image
of the Reality Editor AR app developed by Huen et al. from MIT Fluid Interfaces lab. Here,
the user programs his car’s thermostat to turn on when he leaves his office chair [50].
In terms of devices, the most common smart home ones are lights, thermostats, security
cameras, speakers, televisions, washing machines, locks, vacuum cleaners, and printers/ scanners
[29, 56]. Emerging smart devices include refrigerators, coffee tables, planters, plugs, small kitchen
appliances (i.e. baking scales, cookers), microwaves, lawnmowers, sprinklers, beds, blinds, and
fitness devices (i.e. BMI trackers) [16, 29, 56, 118]. There is an increase in the types of smart
devices overall.
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Figure 21: Examples of common IoT enabled home devices. [Top Left] Ecobee smart
thermostat, [Top Center] iSmartAlarm security camera, [Top Right] Roomba smart
vacuum, [Bottom Left] August smart lock, [Bottom Center] Bose smart speakers, [Bottom
Right] Hotpoint smart washing machine. [Image sources: 29, 56, 31, 17]

Figure 22: Examples of emerging IoT enabled home devices. [Top Left] Click and Grow
smart indoor garden, [Top Center] iHome smart plug, [Top Right] Anova Culinary Precision
smart cooker, [Bottom Left] Velux smart blinds, [Bottom Center] Sobro smart coffee table,
[Bottom Right] Husqvarna automower. [Image sources: 16, 29, 118, 112]
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2.3 AR & IoT Combined Research
The research in the space of augmented reality in conjunction with the Internet of Things
is based on a variety of different areas.
2.3.1 Education
IoT and AR are becoming increasingly ingrained into educational systems. Researchers are
continuing to embed these concepts into education in various ways. XReality visualizes IoT
networks using AR so that they are interactable [63]. This is used as an educational tool to inform
students regarding sensor and computer networks. GAIA teaches children about energy efficiency
through IoT and AR [81]. This project uses AR & IoT infrastructure to collect real-time energy
data from a school building, and students use it to build projects via a lab kit. C-DAC researches
and develops a range of AR and IoT products (AR Board, AR Book, AR Game) that are deployed
into schools for practical use [11].
2.3.2 Home
Combined AR and IoT solutions for homes are another area of interest. ARIoT uses home
scenarios to probe on the distribution of information to individual IoT objects (rather than having
a central server) to access them on a need-to-know basis so as to increase the scalability of AR and
IoT [58]. Chang develops interfaces for IoT objects with some home applications such as
thermostats lights, wiring/ plumbing behind walls, fridge, and more [24]. ACADEMIC is a smart
home control and energy monitoring interfaced with augmented reality that allows the user to view
their real time energy consumption [97].
2.3.3 Smart Cities
The usage of AR and IoT for smart cities is another area of research interest. Some are
concepts and others are potential implementations. Chaves-Diéguez et al. conceptualize a smart
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city maintenance service to improve accessibility of sensor and actuator devices in the field in
cases where responsiveness is vital [25]. Pokrić et al. create an AR application that is to be
deployed in a smart city in Serbia in which there is an IoT infrastructure for data [95]. AR is
triggered via image and geo-location markers and it is useful for aspects such as bus arrival times,
bus routes, and tourist landmarks. In a different work, Pokrić et al. develop gaming technology to
engage citizens regarding environmental issues using IoT and markerless AR methods [96]. Rashid
et al. use AR and IoT to make smart cities more accessible for wheelchair users [101]. Badouch et
al. research into the concept of IoT and AR for smart cities as a whole [13]. They note that some
limitation factors do currently exist.
2.3.4 Environmental
AR and IoT are being used for engaging with the environment in terms of control and
monitoring. Chen et al. probe China’s coal production in terms of IoT smart mines and application
of mobile devices [27]. MAYA uses AR and IoT to control the status of physical light [82].
Another study uses AR and IoT for smart maintenance and managements of road networks [21].
Pokrić et al.’s above discussed work is also one that focusses on air quality, temperature, air
pressure and humidity monitoring [94]. They do this via an AR enabled IoT gaming concept.
2.3.5 User Interaction & Comfort
User interaction for AR and IoT is another space of focus. Makolkina et al. examine the
relationship between a moving user and the density of IoT devices in the environment via an AR
interface [72]. Shin et al. investigate allowing the user to create content in an AR and IoT interface
[110]. Son et al. attempt to combat limitations of ARUI in terms of a lack of variability on
meanings of things depending on contexts [114]. The proposal is an IoT platform side
communication scheme, semantic communication as a core component, and its architecture based
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on design considerations. Alce et al.’s study is based on seeing how users can discover, configure,
and directly interact with multiple IoT devices [4]. Three AR interaction models are tested with
two groups: low device density and high device density.
2.3.6 Backend Solutions
Some research work makes contribution towards the backend of AR and IoT. One AR
middleware uses relational localization methods along with metadata information of sensors [14].
Leppänen et al. investigate an IoT system architecture in relation to web applications with mobile
agents [65]. Another proposed architecture addresses the issue of perception of the smart
environment [77]. Rambach et al. explore a 3D object tracking framework based on high quality
3D scans of objects [99].
2.3.7 Industrial / Market-Based
Specialized / industrial use cases in AR and IoT research have been investigated. This
includes monitoring the stresses acting on loaded metal shelving [102]. Rajan et al. probe on
machine fault diagnostics and condition monitoring with focus on temperature, pressure, speed,
vibration noise, and more [100]. Alam et al. focus on improving the safety for maintenance tasks
[3]. Agrawal et al. create an app for evaluation and visualization of a beating heart to make this
doctor-patient interaction more intuitive [2]. A NASA-related work elaborates on best practices
and guidelines for AR assisted procedure execution from user testing [60]. A research application
for precision farming emphasizes on crop monitoring [93]. The shopping industry is another
subject of research. Intelli-Mirror uses image processing techniques to detect a user and then
displays a garment image on the person [68]. More specifically, it is for clothing and accessory
display. Lastly, three key architectural components are identified to support scalable AR services
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for IoT ready products [57]. This study finds that subjects clearly experience higher usability and
greater satisfaction with AR-interactive shopping.

Figure 23: Alce et al. contribute three interaction models (floating icons, world in miniature,
and floating menu). This is an image of their world in miniature model [4].

Figure 24: Mylonas et. al use AR and IoT for educational purposes. These are sample photos
from the educational lab kit and AR tool in practice [81].
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2.4 Elicitation Studies
Elicitation studies are conducted to gain insight into how the end-user wants to interact
with the system. This insight allows innovators to create the interaction aspect of the product as
per the user’s wants. For example, multiple users may propose tapping on a touch screen slider
rather than sliding it, and this may result in phone app developers to design sliders with taps. A
vital portion of human computer interaction is determining what humans want in the technology
they interact with and how they want to interact with it. Elicitation studies are a crucial part of this
process.
2.4.1 Gesture Elicitations
Using gestures as input is by no means a new concept, and as far back as 1977, there have
been attempts to track hand movements as input commands using a data glove [26]. Elicitations
determine a list of referents for which the participant is asked to provide gestures. The list may
include referents such as “insert”, “cut”, “accept” [122]. Usually, a final gesture set is determined
by the amount of agreement amongst participants. This is further discussed in the agreement rate
evaluations section.
2.4.2 Voice Elicitations
The use of natural interactions for technology is not a new concept by any means. However,
there is a very limited amount of work that acknowledges voice command elicitations outside of
multimodal elicitations. Most research that has to do with the elicitation of voice commands is a
portion of multimodal elicitations. In total, there are 6 pieces of relevant research related to finding
user preferences for voice interaction. Hüttenrauch et al. exclusively elicit voice commands for
controlling mobile devices and services [52]. Their process includes an elicitation in which
participants provide commands and a subsequent validation in which commands are given to
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participants who convey their understanding of what the command would produce. Since the
remainder of the elicitations were multimodal, the voice elicitation processes for those are covered
in the following section.

Figure 25: Hüttenrauch et al.’s table depicts the commands covered by the ETSI standard
(European Telecommunications Standards Institute) [52].

2.4.3 Multimodal Elicitations
Multimodal refers to the usage of multiple modes of user input. The focus for the purpose
of this thesis is on the ones that involve gesture and voice/speech. Several of these elicitations also
involved the wizard-of-oz technique [92, 83]. One work utilized a combination of methods to
elicit gestures and voice commands: wizard-of-oz study, online survey, and video interview [92].
A few studies reported results via citing number of occurrences [83, 78]. One way of achieving
this was counting number of occurrences for each interaction per referent i.e. 18 people did a twohand pinch while 3 people said, “zoom in” to zoom in for Nebeling et al.’s study [83]. Most studies
report a high-level view of the gestures that were involved with minimal details on which fingers
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were used, etc. However, a 1993 study involved gestural details such as finger usage (i.e. how
many and which) and hand usage (i.e. how many hands were used, whether there was a transition,
etc.) [47]. Moreover, there were details on the voice commands portion such as relevance of words
and syntactic structure [47]. Peshkova et al. [92] perform analysis via three mental models that
participants use during control of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV):
•

imitative (For gestures, parts of their body are directly mapped to movements of the UAV)

•

intelligent (The operator expects some level of intelligence from the system. Applies to
voice command and gestures. For gestures, a direction is indicated with a finger, etc.)

•

instrumented (Gives the ﬂight instructions using an imaginary tool. The tool may be an
imaginary joystick, puppet ruler, or super power. Where super power is described as using
arms or hands to push and pull as if via a super power).

One work contributed an elicitation tool called Kinect Analysis that intends to make multimodal
elicitations with the Kinect hardware easier [84].
Multiple works aimed to find out which of the two methods were preferred by participants.
One way of achieving this was letting the user pick which method (voice command or gesture)
to use to perform an action [92, 47]. One more step to confirm preference was to ask people what
they preferred [47]. Consistency was noted in that participants were using the same method
(whichever they chose) repeatedly. One way of reaching a user-elicited set of gestures and
commands was to: first gather the total proposed voice, gesture, and multimodal interactions; then
determine the distinct proposed voice, gesture, and multimodal interactions; then determine the
maximum consensus and consensus distinct ratio for gesture and voice by referent; then state
the number of occurrences for each user-elicited interaction that reached the consensus threshold
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of 3 [78]. Authors conclude that multimodal interactions did not reach a maximum consensus, and
thus were not included.

Figure 26: Morris et al.’s table depicts the number of occurrences for the voice and gesture
interactions that reached the maximum threshold of 3 or above. This makes up the userelicited interactions set for interacting with a web-browser in a living room.

One piece of work focused on a gestural elicitation but discussed the emergence of speech
and multimodal interaction [61]. Some other studies reported participants unconsciously
accompanying one method along with their main method of interaction [92, 47, 67]. In one work,
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speech was noticed as an unconscious accompaniment to gestures [67]. In another, gestures were
noticed as accompanying speech [47].

2.5 Agreement Rate Evaluations
Agreement is calculated by first determining if there is one gesture that is used by the most
amount of people. Then, the number of users who agree with the most used gesture is calculated
out of the total number of users. In one usage of an agreement score, if this number hits a certain
threshold, that gesture can be concluded as natural amongst participants and can be added to the
gesture set. There are several variations of this agreement rate calculation. A chunk of papers report
using the agreement rate calculation derived by Wobbrock et al. [122].

In this equation, r is a referent in the set of all referents R, Pr is the set of proposals for
referent r, and Pi is a subset of identical symbols from Pr. The range of the equation is:
1/|Pr | · 100% ≤ A ≤ 100%. The lower bound is non-zero because even when all proposals disagree,
each one trivially agrees with itself. For example, if 15 out of 20 users proposed one gesture while
5 proposed another gesture for the same referent, r, [(15/20)2 + (5/20)2] / 1 · 100% = 62.5% is the
agreement rate. Additionally, this agreement rate is higher than if than if 15/20 are of one form,
3/20 are of another, and 2/20 are of a third: [(15/20)2 + (3/20) 2 + (2/20) 2] / 1 · 100% = 59.5%.
There is a reference to this in multiple gesture elicitations [107, 74, 20, 34, 39, 66]. In addition,
some works also refer to the taxonomy developed by Wobbrock et al. [105, 85, 38].
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However, there were a few gaps in this calculation with one being that there was a trivial
agreement even when all proposals were unique, and thus Vatavu et. al revised this calculation
[119].

The AR (Agreement Rate) notation is used to differentiate from the first calculation. For example,
if it is assumed that there are 20 participants, from which |P|=20 proposals were collected for a
given referent r, out of which 15/20 proposed one gesture and 5/20 propose another, i.e., |P1|=15
and |P2|=5. The number of pairs of participants in agreement with each other is (15·14)/2 + (5·4)/2,
while the total number of pairs that could have been in agreement is (20·19)/2. By dividing the
two values, the agreement rate AR(r) = (115/190) = .605 is obtained. By comparison, the original
calculation from Wobbrock et al. would yield (15/20)2 + (5/20)2 =.625. The amount of works that
refer to this are also extensive [41, 22, 23, 109, 12, 66]. In addition, some of these works also refer
to the elicitation method used by Wobbrock et al. [12]. However, these assume that each participant
only proposes one gesture. Thus, to accommodate multiple proposals by each participant, there is
also an extension of these calculations to generate a maximum consensus and that is also utilized
extensively [33, 22, 23, 20]. The max consensus is defined by Morris et al. as “the percent of
participants suggesting the most popular proposed interaction for a given referent” [78]. The
formula can be viewed as:
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where |𝑃|is the number of participants, 𝑃𝑖 is a set of participants who made proposal 𝑖, so
max
|𝑃𝑖| is the number of participants who made the most popular proposal. However, the only
𝑃𝑖⊆𝑃
drawback in this approach lies in the case where there is no consensus among participants. For
instance, if 2 people are asked for proposals and they each propose something different, the
formula would yield ½ = 50% as the “max consensus” or “the percent of participants suggesting
the most popular proposed interaction”. This is unexpected since there is, in fact, 0 agreement
amongst the 2 participants.
Chen et al. points out a gap where there is no valid calculation for the case in which there
are multiple proposals by the same participant as well as a 0 consensus amongst proposals of all
participants [26]. The gap can be depicted by Chen’s table below:

Figure 27: Chen et al.’s table depicts the gap for a valid calculation that accounts for multiproposals by single participants in which the consensus amongst all participants’ proposal is
0. Chen et al. proposes a formula to fill this gap [26].
Chen et al. proposes a calculation to bridge this gap. Chen points this out as something that
can be seen as a modification on Morris et al.’s maximum consensus.

where |𝑃|is the number of participants, 𝑃𝑖 is a set of participants who made proposal 𝑖, so
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max
|𝑃𝑖| is the number of participants who made the most popular proposal. In this case, if 2
𝑃𝑖⊆𝑃
users proposed diverging inputs, the percentage would be (1-1)/(2-1) = 0%. This thesis makes use
of Chen et al.’s formula to ensure accounting for multiple proposals that may have no consensus.
This formula is used for both gestures and voice commands in this thesis. The reason why Chen et
al.’s method is used is because it is the most recently improved version of the agreement rate (as
highlighted above).
Another way of depicting the most common voice commands and gestures (and
multimodal input) is by percentage [92, 83]. Some of the works also branch off to Morris et al.’s
[79] prescriptions such as the production recommendation [66]. Another point of common
discussion is the legacy bias (which Morris et. al also focusses on) [79, 106, 22, 15]. Legacy bias
refers to the predisposed ideas of participants- especially pertaining to their previous technological
experiences- that may bias them when they are asked to propose a gesture. There are many open
challenges in updating elicitation methods to incorporate production, priming, and partner
techniques [79].
Some elicitations also rely on some level of wizard-of-oz techniques in which the user
believes the system to be controlled by them while the researcher controls it [15, 67]. Some works
specifically mention this in conjunction to removing the gulf of execution [67]. These techniques
are employed to elicit what interactions users want without the limitations of the hardware/
software.
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2.6 Grounded Theory: Open Coding
Our work makes use of grounded theory: specifically, open coding in order to form
qualitative conclusions. Muller [80] deeply discusses grounded theory. This allows the researcher
to form conclusions regarding a domain without a dominant theory. It allows for a disciplined way
to interpret and theorize. The order of data components occurs in the following order: taking data
and open coding it to derive basic themes, going from open coding to axial coding to derive
categories, going from axial coding to selective coding to derive concepts/dimensions, going from
selective coding to the core concept to derive the emergent topic. Basically, it is a method to take
raw data and gain meaning out of it via making note of emerging behaviours.
Open coding depicts the creation of a legend as data is being interpreted. For example, our
study was analyzed by watching participation videos and encoding behaviours as they were
observed i.e. if a new behaviour was noticed, it was added to the legend while if the same behaviour
was repeated by participants, it was noted as being emergent. Examples of open codes in our study
were the usage of each hand, the direction of movement, the direction of palm, the usage of each
finger, the usage of words versus phrases versus sentences. The raw data as well as the open coding
is available in the appendix. Interpretive consistency is maintained by having one person do all the
open coding.
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Chapter 3: User Elicitation Study for AR-IoT Controls
An elicitation study is conducted to determine user preferences for controlling IoT devices
through headset AR. This chapter includes the study design, the classification of the elicited voice
commands and gestures, and quantitative methods of analysis including the agreement rate. The
study is an elicitation of gestural and voice command input based on 4 home based IoT scenarios.
The goal of the study is to determine what kind of gestures and voice commands users want to use
as well as which method of input they prefer.
3.1 Study Design
3.1.1 Pilot Study Participants
4 pilot study participants took part in the initial stages of the experiment (4 females). The
pilot rounds were crucial in determining the final combination of tasks for the study. Most of these
participants were from a Computer Science background while one was from a Communications
and Media background. These participants were vital in pointing out a few changes that enhanced
the quality of the experiment. Following the pilot study, details such as: the prompting script,
timing and order of the tasks, as well as filming techniques were finalized.
3.1.2 Participants
16 volunteers participated in the main study (6 females, 9 males, 1 preferred not to say).
Recruitment occurred through email lists, word of mouth, and snowball-sampling. The age range
of participants is from 19 to 52 years (Mean = 27.125, Median = 23.5, SD = 8.085). Most of the
participants came from a Computer Science background along with some from Math, Geomatics,
and Mechanical Engineering. Of the 16 participants, 12 participants reported using remote controls
to control a device at least once a week. 10 participants reported using voice commands to control
a device at least once a week. 5 participants reported using AR without a headset while 4
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participants reported using AR with a headset at least once a week. 5 people reported using VR
with a headset at least once a week. In terms of immersive technology usage, 3 participants reported
not using any at all while the rest gave examples such as Snapchat, gaming, development, etc. with
platforms such as tablets, phones, VR and AR headsets. In terms of experience with IoT, 3
participants reported not using any at all while the rest provide examples such as development,
sharing and capturing media, setting thermostat, displaying weather, controlling music, lights, and
TVs on control platforms such as Chromecast, Zigbee, Google Home, Amazon Alexa, HoloLens,
Kinect, phones. Although a couple of participants have developed using the HoloLens/Kinect, etc.,
no one has used headset AR to control devices in non-work-related setting. Detailed results of the
pre-study questionnaire can be found in Appendix C.
Experience of Participants with Using Headset AR

Figure 28: A quarter of the participants use headset-based AR 2-5 times a week while the
remaining 12 participants have not used it at all or used it very rarely. No one has used it to
control IoT devices in a non-work-related setting.
3.1.3 Apparatus
The first-generation Microsoft HoloLens was used to display the holographic components
of the experiment to the participants. Holographic refers to the virtual, graphical components that
can only be seen through the headset. Although the study was conducted with the HoloLens
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(limitations: field of view, weight, etc.), the results can likely be transferred to other AR headsets
since the input is not dependent on the equipment. As previously motivated, removing the gulf of
execution allows for any input to be acceptable [51]. No matter what gesture or voice command
was implemented, the system would always work because this was a study in which the system
was controlled by the researcher (albeit in front of the participant), thus it was kind of like a wizardof-oz approach. This design provides the user the freedom to perform any interaction they want
without any technology limitations of gesture recognition, command recognition, accent
recognition, gaze-and-commit recognition, etc. Holographic remoting was implemented through a
laptop so that the researcher could see what the participant saw and go to the next step when
needed. Each front-end component on the holographic GUI was mapped to a keyboard key so that
the researcher could press the corresponding key to trigger the next event. The participant’s
interaction was video and audio-captured using an iPhone camera mounted on a tripod. The camera
captured both voice and gestural interactions.
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Figure 29: Example of the physical and holographic components as seen by the wearer of the
headset. In this IoT home control scenario, the video display is the physical component while
the video 1 thumbnail is the holographic (or virtual, graphical) component. The physical
components can be seen by everyone while the holographic components can only be seen by
the wearer of the headset.

3.1.4 Scenarios
The goal is to determine how users want to control IoT devices in their homes using an AR
headset. To accomplish this, home control scenarios had to be determined. First, a list of referents
was created to determine the small actions (such as drag or click) that may be performed within
bigger scenarios. Creating this list of actions aided in forming 4 scenarios: Interacting with a Menu
System, Environmental Control, Media Control, and Following a Workflow. For each of these 4
scenarios, we created 2 different tasks. Tasks were created so as to incorporate various angles of
usage which may alter the way controls are navigated. For example, do people prefer to do things
differently when their hands are dirty? Storyboarding was done to create designs for each of these
scenarios in which at least 3 alternative designs were considered for each (sample storyboard in
Appendix H). For each task that the participant had to accomplish, they were told that they had to
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complete the task using voice commands or gesture as decided by the research protocol.
Furthermore, they were told that they had the option to complete the task with or without the use
of the provided menu (not using the menu occurred very rarely). This attempts to cover situations
in which participants would want to use gestures or voice commands that did not necessarily
appear to be in sync with the specific design of the menu. For example, a user may either choose
to repeatedly click on an “up” button to increase thermostat temperature or may instead want to
raise their arm until a temperature is reached. Each of the 4 scenarios along with their respective
2 tasks are described in detail below.
3.1.4.1 Interacting with a Menu System
Interacting with a Menu System is selected as a scenario to determine how people want to
interact when there are a series of steps that need to be completed to achieve a goal. This scenario
is the result of the assumption that AR tools will use menu systems due to the observation that they
are used by current technological control platforms all the time. A lot of current technology is
based on the WIMP paradigm (windows, icons, menus, pointer) [62]. We expect IoT-based UIs to
be similar. This scenario is specific to the cases where those steps are menu-like (something that
would be seen on a computer or phone screen). These are designed as dynamic components that
can be triggered by selecting a holographic component that sits next to a physical object in space.
For example, one task is connecting a computer to a print queue. Here the user sits in front
of a monitor while wearing a HoloLens headset, and there is a holographic button next to the
monitor. When this button is selected, the menu expands to allow the user to select whether the
computer needs to be connected as an input or output device. Once connect as input device is
selected, the menu expands with the next set of options and so on until the user is able to pick the
appropriate printer. This dynamic design of the menu makes use of the virtually unlimited real-
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estate that the HoloLens offers such that the menu gets bigger as more options appear. In this way,
the user is always able to see all options and change their earlier selection if required. The interface
sequence is observed in the figures below.

Figure 30: Connecting a Computer to a Print Queue Interface with the sequential steps.
Initially, the holographic link button appears next to the physical computer.

Figure 31: Next, the user selects the link button: either via voice commands or gestures (as
decided by the researcher).
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Figure 32: All dynamic menus expanded. Once the link button is selected, the option to either
Connect as Input or Connect as Output appears. Once the user selects Connect as Input, the
options to select Print Queue or Music appears. Once Print Queue is selected, the list of
available printers appears. The user selects Printer 3. The interface then indicates that the
computer is “Connected to Printer 3”. Lastly, the user is asked to collapse the entire menu
so that only the initial link button remains.

While preserving the interface design as much as possible, task 2 is created for this
scenario: Setting up a Lights Schedule. This context requires the user to look up at a light that they
would want to set up automation for. This automation consists of the days and times of when the
light should be on. Once the user looks up at the light, they see a holographic clock “icon” next to
the light. Once this icon is selected, the next options in the menu appear: Time and Day. One thing
to note is that expanding a menu directly off the clock icon would cause the user to have to use the
menu while craning their neck up, so the menu pops up directly in front of the user once the clock
icon is selected. Once Time is selected, the user is able to use the dynamic menu to set up start and
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end times. When Day is selected, the user is able to toggle which days they wanted the light to turn
on. One difference between the two tasks is that the printer scenario is performed in an office chair
in a sitting position while the lighting one is performed in a standing position. The amount of menu
options/buttons is substantially more in this scenario than any other scenario. The interface
sequence is observed in the figures below.

Figure 33: Setting Up a Lights Schedule Interface with the sequential steps. Initially, the
holographic clock button appears next to the physical light. The user is looking up to see this.
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Figure 34: Next, the user selects the clock button: either via voice commands or gestures (as
decided by the researcher).

Figure 35: Once the clock is selected, the remainder of the menu will appear straight ahead
so that the user does not have to keep craning their neck up. Once the options to pick either
Time or Day appear, the user selects Time via voice or gesture.
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Figure 36: Next, the options to select either Start or End time appear. The user selects Start.
(Note that the small white circle follows the user’s gaze, but that is not used as an input in
our experiment.)

Figure 37: Next, the user makes use of the respective Hours, Minutes, Seconds sliders to set
the start time. Then, the user toggles to either AM or PM.
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Figure 38: Next, the user selects the Done button to indicate that they have finished entering
the start time.

Figure 39: Next, the corresponding menu to enter end time appears (and the start time menu
collapses). The sequence for entering end time occurs in the same way.
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Figure 40: Next, the user selects Day. Then, the time menu collapses and the day menu will
expand.

Figure 41: The user toggles on the days that they want the lights schedule to apply to (i.e.
Monday). Next, they select Done to indicate that they have finished entering the days. Lastly,
the user is asked to collapse the entire menu so that only the initial clock button remains.
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3.1.4.2 Environmental Control
Environmental control is selected as a scenario to capture many current IoT home
applications. Being able to control the physical environment is considered a major form of control.
The menus are minimal in this scenario, so there are no dynamic menu components. One task is
blinds control in which the task is to adjust blinds as prompted by the researcher. The user is
provided with 3 buttons for this context (which they may or may not use to complete the task).
They are first prompted to rotate the vertically-oriented blinds to the left. When completed, they
are asked to rotate them to the right, and lastly, they are asked to open them entirely so that the
window is fully uncovered.

Figure 42: Blinds control interface. A television display denotes a window where the paper
with vertical lines is used to communicate the orientation of the blinds to the participants.
The three buttons on the holographic component denote, respectively: rotate left, open/close
window, rotate right.
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Figure 43: The user holds down the rotate right button (and it turns black). The user was
first asked to rotate blinds left, then rotate them to the right, then open them so that they are
not covering the window any more.
The second task is thermostat control in which the user is first asked to lower the
temperature to a certain degree, and then asked to increase the temperature to another number.
Lastly, the user is asked to close the thermostat control. The interface styles between the 2 contexts
are as consistent with each other as possible. The blinds control is performed in a seated position
to stimulate sitting down on a couch while the thermostat control was performed standing up as if
it can be done from any location while walking around in the house. One thing to note is that the
blinds control is location-dependent while the thermostat control is not.
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Figure 44: Thermostat Control Interface. Sequential steps as follows in the subsequent
figures.

Figure 45: The user selects the up button to increase the temperature.
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Figure 46: The user selects the down button to decrease the temperature.

Figure 47: The user selects the close button to close the thermostat control.
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3.1.4.3 Media Control
Media control is selected as a scenario on the basis that a lot of situations that emerge from
initial ideation are based on some sort of media transfer such as capturing/sharing/playing media.
The focus of this media control is playing media. One task is speaker control. The location of these
speakers is not specified: they could be imagined as embedded on the ceiling of the room so that
they will play an audio piece when it is selected. In this context, the user is in a standing position,
and the initial visual is a holographic audio thumbnail floating in the air in front of them. When
the user selects this audio piece, the thumbnail is replaced by a progress bar that can be paused,
played, or closed (to stop the audio). When the audio piece is fully “played”, the progress bar is
again replaced by the thumbnail. The participant is first asked to select the audio piece to be played.
Once it is playing, they are asked to pause it, and then play it again.

Figure 48: Speaker control interface. The speakers are at an unspecified location (or can be
imagined as embedded on the ceiling). The user selects a holographic audio thumbnail to play
it. Sequential steps as follows in the subsequent figures.
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Figure 49: The progress bar replaces the audio thumbnail when that is selected. Here, the
user selects the pause button to pause the song.

Figure 50: The play button is selected by the user to resume playing the song.
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The other task is video display control in which the participant performs the task sitting
down similar to the natural scenario of watching TV from a couch. The interfaces are almost
identical in these two contexts. However, in the video context, the user is asked to select display 1
(out of 2 displays placed in different ends of the room) to eventually play the video. There is no
interface component provided to the user to make this selection- they have to do it without a menu
component. Once the correct display is selected, they are asked to start playing the video. Lastly,
once the progress bar is moving along, they are asked to close the video player so that the video
can stop playing. Amongst these two tasks, the speaker control is not location-dependent (the way
that it is set up) while the video display control is.

Figure 51: Video control interface. The user makes it so that Video 1 will play on Display 1.
There are two displays identified to the user (one being on their left and another being on
their right). They are asked to make it so that the video will play on Display 1 when they
eventually decide to play it.
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Figure 52: Next, the user picks the video thumbnail so that the video will actually play.

Figure 53: The progress bar replaces the video thumbnail when that is selected. The user
closes the video player so that it will stop playing.
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3.1.4.4 Following a Workflow
Following a workflow is selected as a scenario since accessing information in relevant
contexts is also deemed a major advantage of AR. This scenario captures the idea that physical
objects come with instructions to assemble or fix them, and that headset AR can be a steady
alternative to paper or YouTube instructions. One task in this scenario is cooking a recipe in which
participants are asked to assemble bread dough by following some instructions in AR. The
interface is hovering above the “kitchen counter” in which there is a holographic image of the
current ingredient. Along with this is an ingredient panel which displays the name of that ingredient
as well as an instruction panel which indicates what to do in the current step (including required
quantity). Right under these, there are two arrows which indicate/allow the user to navigate to the
next step or go back to the previous step as required. There is no prompt given to the participant
and they simply follow instructions until they reach the last step. This task is performed standing
up (like when cooking at home) and most of the ingredients are located on the main “counter”
while the flour is located on a counter behind the participant to mock a kitchen scenario.
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Figure 54: Cooking bread dough interface with the sequential steps (in subsequent figures).
This “kitchen counter” holds most ingredients that are needed. Initially, the user reads the
first instruction, adds water, and selects the next button to go to the next step.

Figure 55: Next, the user reads the instruction, adds yeast, and selects the next button to go
to the next step. (The previous button can be used to go to the previous step).
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Figure 56: Next, the user reads the instruction, adds cooking oil, and selects the next button
to go to the next step. In the same way, the user proceeds through the remaining steps until
there are no more steps (next button is not available).

Figure 57: One of the steps require the user to go to a different counter to add flour (to
simulate a kitchen scenario).
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The second task is fixing a boombox and this scenario is performed sitting down as would
likely be done in a real-life setting. The interface is identical with the only difference being that
instead of ingredients, tools/steps to fix the boombox are indicated. As in the cooking task,
participants are not prompted, but simply progress through the task at their own pace. One thing
to note is that the participants’ hands are occupied in both contexts, but they are actually immersed
in dough in the cooking scenario (especially when the user starts kneading the dough).

Figure 58: Fixing a boombox interface. Subsequent figures show sequential steps. Initially,
the user reads the instructions, turns the boombox backwards, and selects the next button to
go to the next step.
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Figure 59: The user reads the instructions and finds the correct screwdriver. From here, they
can decide to use the next button to go to the next step or the previous button to go to the
previous step.

Figure 60: The user reads the instruction, places the antenna on the boombox, and selects
the next button. In the same way, the user progresses through the instructions until the last
step (when the next button is no longer available).
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Figure 61: The tools that the user has to use to fix the boombox sit on the counter.

3.1.5 Rounds
It is important to note that there are 16 combinations of tasks since all 8 tasks can be
performed with either voice control or gesture control. Each participant was asked to take part in
8 combinations: where they performed each task only once with either voice or gesture control.
This is done for the sake of time and for not making the participants perform the same tasks twice.
The study is broken down into two rounds where round one consists of one task from each
scenario: connecting computer to print queue, blinds control, speaker control, and cooking. Round
two consists of the remaining 4 tasks (one from each scenario): setting up a lights schedule,
thermostat control, video display control, and fixing a boombox. The order of completing the tasks
is the same for everyone, and thus everyone experiences the same learning curve. Half of the
participants perform round one with gesture navigation and round two with voice navigation. The
other half of the participants perform round one with voice navigation and round two with gesture
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navigation. This is done to avoid bias in terms of one navigation method over another. Also, this
ensures that all tasks are tested for both methods. The breakdown of combinations and rounds can
be observed in the figure below.

Combo #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Scenario
Task (Context)
Interact with a Menu System Computer to Print Queue
Interact with a Menu System Computer to Print Queue
Interact with a Menu System
Lights Schedule
Interact with a Menu System
Lights Schedule
Environmental Control
Blinds
Environmental Control
Blinds
Environmental Control
Thermostat
Environmental Control
Thermostat
Media Control
Speaker Control
Media Control
Speaker Control
Media Control
Video Display
Media Control
Video Display
Follow a Workflow
Cooking
Follow a Workflow
Cooking
Follow a Workflow
Fixing a Boombox
Follow a Workflow
Fixing a Boombox

Control
Method
gesture
voice
gesture
voice
gesture
voice
gesture
voice
gesture
voice
gesture
voice
gesture
voice
gesture
voice

Figure 62: All possible 16 combinations of tasks. Half of the participants performed
combinations 1-5-9-13 for round one and 4-8-12-16 for round two. The second half of the
participants performed combinations 2-6-10-14 for round one and 3-7-11-15 for round two.

3.1.6 Procedure
Participants were asked to fill out a pre-study questionnaire in the beginning of the study
(Appendix A). This pertains to their previous experience with controlling devices, AR, VR, and
IoT. Next, they were read out initial instructions and fitted with the headset to make sure that things
were visible, and it was comfortable. They were then read out round one instruction in which they
were told which control method to use. Any questions they had were answered. After completing
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the 4 tasks in this order: computer to print queue, blinds, speakers, and cooking, they washed their
hands that were covered in bread dough. While this occurred, things were set up for round two.
After the participant came back, the round one semi-structured interview took place. The interview
was recorded as well. It consisted of questions pertaining to the system as well as the control
method that they had been asked to use for round one. After this, the participant was fitted with
the headset again, and read the round two instructions. This time they were asked to use the other
method of control (gesture if they had used voice in round one and vice versa). In round two, they
completed the remaining 4 tasks in this order: lights schedule, thermostat, video display, fixing the
boombox. After the end of round two, the same semi-structured interview occurred for the second
method of control. At the end of those questions, another semi-structured interview occurred with
the purpose of comparing and contrasting the two methods of control. The researcher’s script along
with the semi-structured interview can be found in Appendix B. At the end, the participant was
thanked with some chocolate as a token of appreciation. After the participant left, notes were
written down and participation videos were uploaded to a computer.
3.2 Data Analysis
The 16 participants were prompted for input 49 times resulting in a total of 784 inputs. Out
of which there were 392 gestures and 392 voice commands input by the users. Appendix D
contains the full data set of elicited gestures and voice commands. These were classified, and the
methodology is explained in detail in the following section. From the resulting set of gestures and
voice commands, agreement rates between participants were calculated and interpreted. A
consensus set, as defined by Chen et al.’s agreement rate [26], is presented for headset augmented
reality gestures and voice commands. The result of the method of preference is also discussed.
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3.2.1 Observational Methodology & Classification of Input
Muller’s [80] work demonstrates that grounded theory is a core method of qualitative
research in which open coding is a central concept. Open coding pertains to attaching “codes” or
concepts to the observed data. This approach is used for the purpose of this thesis. Initially, each
of the 784 inputs were recorded on video and a short description was written for each one of them
in a table. For gestures, this included observation on:
•
•
•
•
•

which hand was used
which fingers were used
which way the palm was facing
what kind of action it was
Additional things were also noted such as:
o when a participant decided to supplement their gesture with a voice
command
o whether a hand was occupied if there was a switch in hands
o whether the entire arm was used
o any additional context
For voice, the short description was a quotation of the words they used. Other contextual and
supplemental observations were also made.
Next, codes were attached to behaviour. Codes were developed by identifying key recurring
behaviours that were observed. A legend was created for these codes. The derived gesture set,
voice command set, and method preference is discussed in this chapter. The remaining
observations are a part of chapter 4.
3.2.1.1 Gesture Set
12 unique gestures from 392 gesture inputs were initially identified. These would later be
narrowed down to form a gesture set.
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Figure 63: 12 unique gestures identified out of 392 gesture inputs. These gestures were
sometimes performed with the entire arm stretched or with both hands, and these details
are indicated in the raw data in Appendix D. A combination of gestures was also used
sometimes. A gesture set was narrowed down from these gestures.
To determine a gesture set, Chen et al.’s method was used in which multiple proposals
from a single participant and the possibility of a 0 consensus are both accounted for. Sometimes a
referent is used in both tasks; in other cases, it is used in only one of the two tasks. When a referent
is used in one task, it means 8 participants made proposals for it, but when a referent is used in
both tasks, it means 16 participants made proposals for it. The agreement rate is determined either
out of 8 or 16 accordingly.
In some cases, participants proposed a combination of gestures as one gesture. In this case,
each individual gesture was regarded atomically where the combination of atomic parts created
one proposal. For example, when asked to play a holographic video thumbnail on a physical
display, one participant chose to: tap on the hologram, then drag it toward the display, then
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release it in that direction. Thus, the three atomic parts of this gesture were: tap, drag, and release.
In cases where combination gestures were present, the combinations were often varying amongst
participants. However, common atomic parts still existed. Thus, results were gathered with a focus
on atomic gestures. For instance, it was noted that in this example, drag was the common factor
that was used most often amongst participants. Looking at this from a conservative approach, it
can be inferred that at the least, it is natural for most participants to drag the holographic video to
the display. Thus, drag can be considered a main gesture for this interaction (that may be
supplemented with other gestures).
Participant
2
4

Display 1
swipe->L A-L [R] ARM
tap and drag->L and release T, P [R]

6
8

tap and drag->L, P [R]
tap and drag->L and release P [R]

10
12

swipe->L A-L [R] ARM
swipe->L A-L [R] ARM
air hold and drag->L and release A-F, T, F4 [R]

14
16

air hold A-F, T, F4, and drag->L P [R]

Figure 64: Atomic gestures often made up one gestural proposal. It was noted that drag
was the most common factor amongst participants to perform this task.

On multiple occasions, there were cases where a referent was used multiple times within
the same task. For instance, the participant was required to pick a button three times when
connecting a computer to a print queue (i.e. there were three buttons). This meant that the
participant contributed three proposals for the same referent. The participant could perform the
same or different gestures in each of the three proposals (they were not instructed regarding this
in any way). In mathematical terms, the three proposals would be called a bag. A bag is a group
of values where there may or may not be repetition.
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Figure 65: Each participant’s bag of proposals. All proposals for each participant make up
the bag for that participant. For example, participant 1’s bag is indicated with yellow
highlighter: “air tap, air tap, air tap”. Participant 7’s bag is indicated with pink: “swipe, tap,
tap”.

To further analyze this, a set was determined. A set is a group of values where there may not be
repetition. To achieve this, each participant’s bag was reduced to a set.

Figure 66: Each participant’s bag of proposals is narrowed down to a set.

Then, a final set was determined by combining all the participants’ set. This is the set of all gestures
used by any participant.

Figure 67: The final set is determined by combining all the participants’ sets.

Once the final set was determined, each gesture was numbered by how many participants had that
gesture in their own set (how many participants ever proposed the gesture).
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Figure 68: The final set is numbered by the amount of people who ever proposed the gesture.

Lastly, the gesture proposed by most amount of people was declared, and its agreement rate was
calculated.

Figure 69: The gesture proposed by the most amount of people is declared and is
supplemented with its agreement rate.

The remaining gesture analysis charts are in Appendix E.
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Referent

Gesture

Interacting with Menu System
Expand Menu
tap
Pick Button
tap
Set Slider
drag
Set Toggle
tap
Collapse Menu

tap

Agreement Rate
0.53
0.67
1
0.71
0.29
*low agreement rate

Environmental Control
Pick Directional Button/ Specify Direction
Open Blinds Entirely
Close the Control Panel

tap

swipe
tap
Media Control

Select Media to Play
Select Button/Modify Playing Status
Select Physical Display for Media

tap
tap
drag
Following a Workflow

Go to Next/ Previous Step
(not enough users used previous)

tap

0.53
0.71
0.86
0.6
0.67
0.57

0.6

Figure 70: Overview of final gesture set. It should be noted that the “collapse menu”
referent had a very low agreement rate for gestural input.

Based on observations, a system design could use the following 3 gestures to live up to
user preferences: tap, drag, and swipe. Tap is the most common and is seen across all 4 scenarios.
Users opted for this when there was some graphical component on the field of view that they could
“select”. Examples of this are generic buttons (such as those users see on their smartphones and
computers), graphical icons (that are meant to expand into menus), toggles (that appear as
checkboxes or dichotomous buttons), or directional arrows/indicators (that sit on top of buttons).
Drag was used when there was some physical movement implied: one being the case of the
graphical slider (such as those users may use to turn up the volume or brightness on their phones),
and the other being “moving” a graphical media thumbnail to a physical TV/Computer to play it.
Swipe was used when there was some physical movement that was like the movement of an actual
physical object: opening “blinds” like one would “draw curtains” with both arms. Swiping is a
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gesture commonly used on smartphones to control features such as “close tabs”. The difference
found in the swipe used to control the curtains was that the entire hands and arms were used in
order to accomplish the task. This could be an example of how people’s knowledge of how they
interact with technology may be merging with how they deal with everyday tangible objects. This
is further discussed in Chapter 4.
3.2.1.2 Voice Commands Set
We contribute a novel method for analyzing voice commands called Voice Command
Pattern Template. This is a major contribution of this thesis since this kind of analysis has not
been done before. Voice commands are very flexible. We want to determine if there is a pattern
that people use when they try to use a voice command for IoT interactions. We are inspired by
grammars and attempt to develop a grammar for voice commands. Grammars that we want are
simple and IGNORE sequence. Some components can be skipped. We heuristically state that a
user is following the grammar when they use more than 50% of the components. The voice
commands set was found by looking for commonalities in the voice commands that each
participant used to accomplish the same result. This was done for each time a voice command was
required.
Our analysis technique results in a pattern for the command. An example of this is the Pick
Directional Button/ Specify Direction referent for the Environmental Control scenario. Raw data
from 8 participants that were tasked with changing the orientation of the blinds in the left direction:
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P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

"move to left"
"rotate to the left using the button"
"rotate blinds to the left"
"rotate the blinds to the left"
"click"
"spin left"
"blinds rotate to the left"
"rotate blinds to left"

Initially, the most common factor that was seen is the usage of “[to the] left”.
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

"move to left"
"rotate to the left using the button"
"rotate blinds to the left"
"rotate the blinds to the left"
"click"
"spin left"
"blinds rotate to the left"
"rotate blinds to left"

Next, it was noted that the word “blinds” is used quite often.
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

"move to left"
"rotate to the left using the button"
"rotate blinds to the left"
"rotate the blinds to the left"
"click"
"spin left"
"blinds rotate to the left"
"rotate blinds to left"

Lastly, it was noted that verbs like “rotate” and “spin” or “move” were used various times.
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

"move to left"
"rotate to the left using the button"
"rotate blinds to the left"
"rotate the blinds to the left"
"click"
"spin left"
"blinds rotate to the left"
"rotate blinds to left"
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Since 7 people used at least 2 of 3 criteria (≥ ½ of the criteria) as highlighted in the 3 colours, they
were counted as using the same general formula of:
“rotate”/other verb (“spin”/ “move”) + “blinds” + “[to the] left” (7 of 8 users)
where “rotate” was the most used verb and “spin” and “move” were synonymous. It should be
noted that sequence of components does not matter i.e.) P7 said “blinds” first. Next, the voice
commands from proposal 2 (orienting blinds to the right direction) were also analyzed in the same
way. The formula derived from that was the following (where the same 7 people used the formula):
“rotate”/other verb (“spin”/ “move”) + “blinds” + “[to the] right” (7 of 8 users)
It was noted that “to the” are filler words only used by some users, and thus were dropped. From
here, looking at both proposals (and removing any uncommon factors), a grammar for the userpreferred command was derived. It was inferred that if a system accepts a command that takes in:
“rotate”/other verb (“spin”/ “move”) + “blinds” + “left”/ “right”

(in non-specific order) there is a high chance that it will coincide with what words the users would
intuitively use. The total number of unique individuals who used this formula was 7 out of 8.
Before a conclusion was derived, the same referent (Pick Directional Button/ Specify Direction)
from the corresponding Environmental Control scenario task (thermostat control) was evaluated.
The remaining set of 8 people were tasked with changing the room temperature to 24 degrees. This
was like the blinds since both required the user to either use directional buttons (left/right for blinds
and up/down for temperature) or interact in any other way to accomplish the task (such as
imagining a rotating dial). The raw data for the temperature task was:
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P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16

"Hey Tim I'm cold can we change the hold at temperature to 24?"
"select hold at 24"
"hold at 24 degrees Celsius"
repeatedly saying "plus"
"hey Siri change the hold at temperature to 24"
"change hold at 19 to 24"
"set the temperature to 24"
"set up hold at 24 Celsius"

Initially, the most common factor that was seen is the usage of “hold at [temperature]”.
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16

"Hey Tim I'm cold can we change the hold at temperature to 24?"
"select hold at 24"
"hold at 24 degrees Celsius"
repeatedly saying "plus"
"hey Siri change the hold at temperature to 24"
"change hold at 19 to 24"
"set the temperature to 24"
"set up hold at 24 Celsius"

Next, it was noted that “[to] 24” is used quite often.
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16

"Hey Tim I'm cold can we change the hold at temperature
to 24?"
"select hold at 24"
"hold at 24 degrees Celsius"
repeatedly saying "plus"
"hey Siri change the hold at temperature to 24"
"change hold at 19 to 24"
"set the temperature to 24"
"set up hold at 24 Celsius"

Lastly, it was noted that verbs like “change” and “set” or “select” were used various times.
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16

"Hey Tim I'm cold can we change
the hold at temperature to 24?"
"select hold at 24"
"hold at 24 degrees Celsius"
repeatedly saying "plus"
"hey Siri change the hold at temperature to 24"
"change hold at 19 to 24"
"set the temperature to 24"
"set up hold at 24 Celsius"
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Since 7 people used at least 2 of 3 criteria (≥ ½ of the criteria), they were counted as using the
same general formula of:
“change”/ other verb (“set”/ “select”) + words on UI for temperature value (“hold at”)
+ “[to] 24” (7 of 8 users)
where “change” is the most used verb and “set” and “select” are synonymous verbs. Next, the
voice commands from proposal 2 (changing temperature to 18) were also analyzed in the same
way. The formula derived from that was the following (where the same 7 people used the
formula):
“change”/ other verb (“set”/ “select”) + words on UI for temperature value (“hold at”)
+ “[to] 18” (7 of 8 users)
From here, looking at both proposals (and removing any uncommon factors), a grammar for the
user-preferred command was derived. It was inferred that if a system accepts a command that
takes in:
“change”/ other verb (“set”/ “select”) + words on UI for temperature value (“hold at”)
+ numeric value
(in non-specific order) there is a high chance that it will coincide with what words the users would
intuitively use. The total number of unique individuals who used this formula was 7 out of 8.
After this, the above two formulas for the referent (Pick Directional Button/ Specify Direction)
were examined:
“rotate”/other verb (“spin”/ “move”) + “blinds” + “left”/ “right”
“change”/ other verb (“set”/ “select”) + words on UI for temperature value (“hold at”)
+ numeric value
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After removing uncommon factors, it was determined that a super-formula that encompasses
both would be:
"rotate"/"change"/ other verb ("spin"/"move"/"set"/"select")
+ object ("blinds"/ UI words for temperature)
+ value ("left"/"right"/numeric value)

Next, Chen et al.’s agreement rate was calculated in the following way:
7 individuals from Task 1 + 7 individuals from Task 2 = 14 individuals who used the formula
14−1

Where there were 16 individuals. Thus: 16−1 = 0.87
In this way, voice command formulas and agreement rates were determined for all 4 scenarios.
An example of the voice command analysis is below. The remainder voice command analysis
tables can be found in Appendix F.

Figure 71: Voice command analysis table for picking a button referent. The final command
and agreement rate emerge by separately analyzing both tasks and combining their results.
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Figure 72: Voice command analysis table for going to next/previous step referent. This is a
more complex example of analysis.
A few rules that were used to develop this technique include:
1) Arbitrarily, more than 25% of users have to propose something in the same proposal round
for it to be considered (at least 3 out of 8 in this case).

Figure 73: “Ok” is used at least 3 times in proposal 6, so it appears as a part of the emerging
command. It is only used once in proposal 7, so it does not appear there.
2) If there are uncommon factors amongst the emerging command proposals of one task, those
factors are removed from the emerging command of that task.

Figure 74: “Ok” is not used as a part of emerging command for all proposals. However,
“next” + “step” is a common factor throughout. Thus, “ok” is removed from the task’s
emerging command.
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3) Furthermore, if there are uncommon factors amongst the emerging command of the two
tasks, those factors are removed from the final command.

Figure 75: “step” is used as a part of the cooking a recipe task’s emerging command.
However, it is not used as a part of the fixing a boombox task’s emerging command.
Nonetheless, “next” is a common factor in both. Thus, “step” is removed from the final
command, and “next is considered as the final command.

Figure 76: Final Referent Table with the Voice Command Set and Gesture Set. A nonabstracted (more detailed version of this table is available in Appendix G.
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In terms of voice commands, users generally opted to use the minimal amount of words
needed to get the point across. Moreover, when words were available on the interface, users
utilized them as a part of the command. These factors along with other study observations and
the results of the semi-structured interview are expanded on in chapter 4.
3.2.2 User Preference
At the end of the study, users were asked which method of control they prefer. This was
done to determine whether there was one method that was overwhelmingly preferred. Users were
also interviewed on their motivation of picking the preferred method. The preferences are as
follows:
Method of Preference
Gestures
Voice
Mixture: not picking one

Number of
Users
7
6
3

Figure 77: Users’ Method of Preference

There was not enough discrepancy between the 2 methods to declare one as preferable. The
reasons for the preferences were as follows (on the following page):
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Method of
Preference

Gestures

Voice

Mixture:
not
picking
one

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reasons Given
more subtle with others around/silent
more fun/entertaining
physicality
more immersive
predictability (knew what to do)
simplicity
consistency
seems cooler/can do fancy things with hands
exercise
feels weird to talk like talking to a person
voice commands feel variable
muscle memory/experience
more control/more flexibility in terms of controlling
avoiding language barriers
more comfortable because not HoloLens user
gestures felt more awkward as maybe not used to it
just more comfortable
less tedious on a big menu /don’t want to click continuously on menus
works well for most situations
more fun
better experience
no need of moving hand
just say what you are thinking
more natural- does not feel like you are waiting for it to respond
like to talk
talking is easier
good for laziness
arm tiring out from gesturing on long/detailed menu
Can do complex, personalized things with gestures while voice is hands free. Also,
don't want to set the gaze.
Voice may have problems with accents/dialects. While gestures may be a problem
if someone doesn't have five full digits. Prefer voice for cognitive but hand motions
for physical analogs (still prefer voice for recipe even though it is physical analog).
Prefer gestures for longer interactions (set up time/temperature) while voice for
short interactions/ one word (to fix something)

Figure 78: Reasons given by users for picking the preferred method
After users cited their reasons for their preferences, they were asked whether they would always
use their preferred method or if it depends on what is to be done. Everyone said that technology
that offers a combination of both voice control and gesture control would be the best.
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Chapter 4: Study Observations, User Comments, and Design Implications
Apart from the gesture set and voice commands set, other observations arose out of the
study. These were things like recurring or interesting behaviours as well as observations that may
offer insight to implementers of AR-controlled IoT technology. Users also provided comments on
the entire study experience and preferences. These aspects are discussed here.
4.1 Gesture Round Observations
There were a few recurring aspects in terms of gestures. One aspect was that gestures were
noted as being used in all 6 hand orientations with palm facing: up, down, left, right, in, and out.
Thus, it should be noted that AR control technology should incorporate all 6 gesture orientations
to accommodate all users; orientations resulting between these orientations (i.e. half left) should
also be considered.
In addition, although all 16 participants were right-handed, 2 participants used their left
hand to perform gestures sometimes (even when their right hand was free). Sometimes this was
done when the item they wanted to interact with was on the left side of their field-of-view. It can
be inferred that the other hand was used due to proximity. Moreover, these people were also
switching hands. Thus, it should be noted that technology should incorporate hand-switching and
equal capabilities for both hands.
Observations were also made regarding how much each finger was being used. The pointer
finger was used the most while the thumb was used second most-frequently. Albeit less frequently,
the middle, ring, and pinky fingers were also used. An aspect to consider is that fingers may tire
out if used too frequently, and the middle, ring, and pinky fingers may tire out before others. Thus,
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technology should prioritize the use of the pointer and thumb fingers, but also consider the
occasional use of the other three fingers.
Another observation was that there were various types of motion observed within gestures.
This consisted of left-to-right motion, right-to-left motion, forward motion, down motion, and up
motion. In addition, there was also repetitive motion (like multiple taps, etc.). The aspect to
consider is that technology should incorporate various degrees of freedom while considering
gestural motion.
Also, some gestures were using the entire arm instead of just a hand. An example of this is
when something was physically higher up in the field of view, the entire arm was used to reach
above. Another example is when the “TV” was far away, and the users used their entire arm to
“send” the holographic video thumbnail to it. Gestures remain dependent on the hand, but the arm
is used to stretch “reach” of the gesture i.e. if two objects are close, it may require the drag of just
the hand whereas two faraway objects might require the drag of the entire arm. Thus, technology
should consider that an entire arm may be used for input.
Moreover, the fact that users “send” the video thumbnail to the “TV” demonstrates that
that when a holographic item needs to interact with a physical object that is far away, participants
oftentimes choose to use their gestures in a way that suggests bridging the gap between them. One
participant described chosen hand gestures as:
“basically what you see in science fiction and movies”
Thus, this interaction was considered as “cool” by some of the participants, and it aligns with
Peshkova et al.’s instrumented mental model in which users perform control with an imaginary
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tool (i.e. superpowers) [92]. These factors contribute that gestures should be designed as a means
to bridging physical gaps if they exist.
Also, users oftentimes propose gestures that are influenced by the physical world and how
they interact with it. One example was the blinds. When asked to rotate the blinds, some users
were rotating an imaginary stick like the one that is often used to physically rotate blinds. When
asked to open them entirely, some users gestured as if they are drawing curtains. Thus, it should
be noted that gestures may be influenced by physical world influences.
4.2 Voice Round Observations
One notable aspect regarding voice commands is that a single word was used the most as
a command. The second most frequent command type was a phrase followed by a complete
sentence. Thus, such technology should allow for minimalistic commands.
In terms of the command content, users chose to: use verbs as a part of their commands,
refer to user interface components (i.e. “button”), read words off the user interface, and refer to
physical objects. Thus, the commands should be implemented in alignment with the design of the
interface and the anticipated physical environment in mind.
Also, two participants used names for the system when using voice commands. One
participant made up a name (“Hey Tim”) while the other participant used both “Hey Siri” and
“Hey Google”. Both users were using voice commands to control a device at least once a week,
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so this may be a learned behaviour/ legacy bias. This may be something that may or may not want
to be avoided by implementers of such technology. Consequently, this technology should be
designed with the consideration of both: natural conversation structure and previously learned
command styles.
While performing the following a workflow scenario (cooking/ fixing a boombox), some
users were using an extra word to indicate (often to themselves) that they had Finished the Step.
This word came prior to them saying the official command and was often attached to the command
itself. Examples of such are “ok next” or “done next” where “next” was the official command they
were using to go to the next step of the workflow. This was observed as the user perhaps expecting
the system to react to the words “ok” or “done”. Thus, voice commands should be designed with
the consideration of natural behaviour and intuition perhaps even instead of the voice commands
that users propose.
Not enough participants used the previous step feature in the following a workflow tasks
so that it could be included in the consensus set. All 3 voice participants who did use this feature
used the word “back”. Thus, it could be inferred that “back” is a command that could align well
with user intuition to go to the previous step.
4.3 Overall Observations
Over the course of both the voice and gesture rounds, it was noted that users sometimes
tended to use multimodal interaction. When asked to perform a voice command, users sometimes
supplemented those with gestures and vice versa. This appeared to have been occurring naturally/
subconsciously. An example of this being, a user that was asked to use a voice command to open
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the blinds, the user said a command while simultaneously “drawing curtains with their hands”.
Thus, it should be noted that technology should be receptive to multimodal input.
Also, while people were kneading (and their hands got dirty), three people opted to use a
paper towel to clean their hands before moving on to the next step. One was using gestures and
two were using voice. The user that was using gestures opted to keep using the same hand to
perform gestures after their hand was clean. However, most other gesture users started gesturing
with their left hand after their right hand became dirty (and they hadn’t wiped it clean). Thus, it
should be noted that interaction with technology may change based on affordances such as
whether the users’ hands are clean.
4.4 User Comments
4.4.1 Interaction and Strategy
Users discussed their decisions and experience during the interview. One thing that came
across various times was that gestures and voice commands are sometimes inspired by interaction
that users have from using other technology such as touch screens and computers. Some user
quotations below refer to the same:
“I often referred back to what terminology is used in other computer programs...next/previous”
“For music, I actually picked clicking on the icons because that’s what I do on my iPhone…it
looks very familiar to the iTunes”
The high popularity of the tap gesture could be a direct example of translation of interaction with
current touch screens. The same results may not have emerged if this study was performed before
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the time of smart phones. Thus, it should be noted that current technological influences affect how
people choose to interact with technology.
A few users commented on the design aspect of controls that require the neck to be craned
up. In the light schedule example, the icon to expand the menu was on the ceiling right next to the
light. However, when the user expands the menu, the expanded portion of the menu was at head
level. The users indicated that there should be some visual cue informing them that the rest of the
menu is below. This is the case since the field of view only lets the user see either above them or
in front of them: not both simultaneously. Some users expressed this in the following ways:
“It was hard to see the menu sometimes…I had to move my head to see where things are.”
“It definitely would help the UI to have sort of like a dialogue box so you can see where it’s
linking up to…when I clicked on the clock, I wouldn’t have looked down if it wasn’t for your
prompt…so some sort of glow to show that what you need is below...like the bottom part of my
vision might flash for a bit”
Thus, it should be noted that when consecutive components are at a distance from one another,
some visual cues like arrows, animations, or a glow should indicate where to look next.
Another emergent discussion was regarding strategy. There was recurring suggestion from
the users that they maintained consistency in their strategy throughout the process. An example is
that for the following a workflow tasks, there were users who would say “next” and others who
would say “next step” to go to the next instruction. However, each person stuck to their method.
On the other hand, one user proposed three commands to close the video: "pause", "close the
video", and "shut it off". The user said that one day they want to use one command while another
day they want to use a different one and the system should always work. Also, another user started
off by decrementing the thermostat temperature by repeatedly saying “minus” and they eventually
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said, “minus 3”. This was a demonstration of a change of strategy. However, it may be that once
users overcome a learning curve/ find the strategy that they want, most of them will be consistent.
This is what some users had to say regarding their strategy:
“I wouldn’t change my approach the next time…but I’m not going to use the same words…like it
should pick up what I mean by the context…it should expect me to say 100 things or maybe 5
things.”
“I didn’t change my strategy”
Thus, it can be noted that most users cite themselves as interacting consistently; however, some
might want to interact spontaneously.
4.4.2 Preferences
Despite having method preferences, all participants agreed that there are some cases where
they would use their non-preferred method. More specifically, users said that the method they
would use would depend on the scenario or the situation. Those who otherwise preferred gestures
cited voice commands as valuable for: being more natural, efficiency (when hands are busy), being
laziness-friendly, driving, shorter tasks, and multitasking. Those who otherwise preferred voice
commands cited gestures as valuable for: gaming, tasks with multiple choices (like calling
someone from a list of people), following a workflow with visual cues (like at work), when one
must be quiet (like at work), not having to memorize object names (but rather just pointing at the
object). Users that preferred a mixture right from the beginning went on to say that voice
commands are good for: when hands are busy, being hands free, not having to set the gaze (since
some users know that currently gestures work in conjunction with gaze). The same three users
considered gestures to be good for: adjusting blinds (since it is usually a hand motion and they are
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physical objects), menus, inputting data, moving the holographic video to the “TV”. This is what
a couple of users had to say about the pros and cons of each method:
“For voice control you had to pick your words more carefully…I preferred gesture because it
seemed cooler…I feel it’s pretty much a scenario type thing like if I am driving, obviously voice
is the thing to go to…if I’m at home sitting on my couch, gesture would be my thing…but like if
I’m feeling lazy I would use voice…cause it’s very scenario based.”
“short interactions like just one-word things like next, stop, play it would be better using
voice…but to set up more complex things even hour or temperature or setting up the
printer…maybe like if I had to type the printer’s name…gesture would be better.”

Even among users who picked a preferred method, some stated that a combination of
methods would be the best. This discussion also highlighted that the two methods can be liked for
different things. Some of these users even said that voice commands and gestures should be usable
at the same time where both can be used within the same task at any step (multi-modal). For
example, using gesture, but then switching to voice once hands become occupied mid-task. One
user stated:
“I would love to combine them both…I would prefer if I could choose my strategy throughout the
interaction like…yeah now I’m going to use voice because I got my hands busy…even set up the
clock...maybe I’m just leaving home with lots of baggage I could just say…hey set up
temperature to 15…so yeah it would be great if I could combine both”
There was also mention of preferring a combination due to the freedom of being able to pick. Two
users conveyed that although different methods are good for tasks, one method at a time for one
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task would be good enough. For example, if multitasking was important or if they were holding
grocery bags, voice would be good. One person said:
“If I came in the house with a bunch of groceries and I said lights on…I would prefer that than
to have to manually do it with gestures…overall I’d rather use hand gestures except like maybe a
few odd circumstances where multitasking was important…one [method] is still good enough…
even if there is like minor conveniences like if you’re multi-tasking or you’re not feeling well
enough to get up for it…like that’s still easy to work around…I would never be using both
[methods] at the same time.”
Basically, the idea here was that both methods are needed, but not needed together. All these ideas
regarding multi-modal interaction and scenario-dependent favouring of methods convey that no
one method is all-encompassing and that a combination/ choices are the best option.
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Chapter 5: Limitations & Conclusion
There are two parts to this chapter. The first part touches on the scope and limitations of the
study while the second part focuses on the future work and conclusion.
5.1 Scope & Limitations
5.1.1 Scope
The purpose of this study is to elicit voice commands and gestures to control smart devices/
the Internet of Things with augmented reality. The scope of this research was set in the following
ways. In terms of platform, it was limited to headset augmented reality with a focus on the
Microsoft HoloLens. Since the focus was purely on how users want to interact, there was no probe
on how the backend may influence interaction. The breadth of the research was on home-based
scenarios. Furthermore, four scenarios of interest were narrowed down: Interacting with a Menu
System, Environmental Control, Media Control, and Following a Workflow. Two tasks with
distinct contexts were examined for each scenario (to avoid context-dependent conclusions). 16
users participated: most of whom were computer science majors. Based on the scope, conclusions
can be applied to relevant home-based IoT scenarios in which control would be administered with
headset augmented reality. These conclusions would likely be most applicable to users who engage
with technology on a regular basis.
5.1.2 Limitations
The study was restrictive in terms of some factors. One being the prospect of priming
participants. Chan et al. [22] noted that priming with gestures can greatly influence what gestures
participants choose to propose. Moreover, pilot study participants also suggested the avoidance of
a “practice round” per say: for the same reasons. Thus, this type of traditional priming (with a
practice round) was avoided for both voice commands and gestures as this is an elicitation study.
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However, there may be a different way that participants can be primed without influencing their
actions.
In terms of rounds, ideally, each participant would perform each task of the 8 tasks 2
times: once with voice and once with gestures. If this was the case, each person would perform 16
times. Due to the limitation of time and to reduce learning effects, participants were asked to
perform each task only once: 4 of the 8 tasks with voice, and the other 4 with gestures. However,
since there were 4 scenarios: Interacting with a Menu System; Media Control; Environmental
Control; and Following a Workflow, it was guaranteed that each participant would complete one
task with gesture and the other with voice commands for each scenario. However, it may have
been better if each task and method combination could be performed by everyone as that may
provide participants with a clearer comparison between the two control methods i.e., they would
cook with both gesture and voice, etc. Nonetheless, reducing learning effects could balance this
advantage.
Also, the prompts were read off to the participants, and that may have influenced the
words they proposed for the voice commands. It may have also influenced the length of the
commands i.e.) word/ phrase/ sentence: especially for the Interacting with a Menu System
Scenario. Other ways of delivering information to the participants may be an option. This may be
either them reading the instructions or viewing images or a video.
Moreover, the choice of words written on the buttons or other user interface components
may influence users in the words that propose in their voice commands. This may have been
reduced by using more images instead of words on the UI. On the other hand, it can be seen as
beneficial for designing a voice interface.
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Another aspect is that study participants were recruited via snowball sampling, so they
were predominantly from a computer science background. This conveys that the results could be
limited to users with similar backgrounds. The results may or may not be different if users from a
different background (i.e. education majors) were recruited. Also, most participants were in their
early 20’s, and the results may have been different if the study was conducted with participants
that were predominantly in another age group. We did not have a random sample, and this impacts
generalizability in that the results can be declared as applicable to a certain population rather than
everyone. Moreover, results may have been different if there were more participants, but due to
the limitation of time, the number of participants were limited. In general terms, a larger sample
size may have reduced the margin of error.
In addition, participants may or may not interact with technology differently if someone is
watching them. This could be the case since some participants discussed using gestures or voice
commands based on if they were by themselves or in the presence of others. There was also some
discussion on how it feels to talk to a machine. Thus, factors such as being video-captured or
performing in a research environment with a researcher watching may have influenced the users’
interaction.
The proposal structure was such that in some cases, users could make multiple proposals
for each referent. An example of this was the following a workflow tasks where participants went
to the next step 7 or 8 times. This allowed participants to come up with that many varying proposals
to accomplish the same output if they so desired. However, there were other cases where users
only made one proposal. An example of this was when they collapsed the print queue menu. In
this case, users only proposed a single type of input. This is inconsistent as compared to the
following a workflow task. The probability of agreement amongst participants changes between
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these two examples. We also make it harder to get a high agreement rate if only one proposal is
made. Additionally, when comparing two tasks that have the same referent, one task may involve
participants making a smaller amount of proposals while the other task may involve participants
making more proposals for the same referent. This is also inconsistent as the results of these two
tasks are combined and an uneven amount of proposals between the two tasks may cause one task
to hold a higher influence in the final result. Examining these factors, it can be said that a more
consistent proposal structure may have been more beneficial. However, the tasks were created in
an organic way to be as close to real life scenarios as possible. This caused some activities to have
multiple proposals of the same thing (going to the next step repeatedly) and other activities to have
a single proposal for something (collapsing a menu). Altering task structure for consistency was a
possibility and users could have simply been asked to provide multiple proposals for one thing,
but either of these options would have come with compromises in the authenticity of the flow of
the task at hand. Sticking to the natural occurrence of input in each task provided insight into
authentic user interaction styles without much prompting.
5.2 Future Work & Conclusion
5.2.1 Future Work
The scope and limitations highlight gaps that can be filled through future work. For one
thing, with more time and a bigger participant pool, other realms could be explored. A study with
a group of people from a different professional or cultural background may show different
results in terms of interaction and preferences. Moreover, simply acquiring random sampling or
various age groups could lead to some variation in results. Small number and non-random
sampling could mean that the conclusions are only applicable to a certain group of people i.e. those
that are daily users of technology (and go to the University of Calgary, etc.). This is a limitation
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that hinders a conclusion that may be applicable to a bigger/ more general pool of potential users.
Thus, a bigger and more random sample of participants could provide benefits in future work.
The user interface was designed via the WIMP paradigm standard (windows, icons,
menus, pointer) [62]. This takes inspiration from current technology, and it is something that a
future AR environment could look like. This design standard could have steered interaction such
that users mostly tapped. This design provided an easy and consistent way for the users to interact.
A relatively consistent user environment was provided where both implementation and interaction
could be simple. Alternatively, a different UI style could be explored to see whether and how much
that affects results. For example, a UI that avoids holographic buttons altogether and focusses on
holographically highlighting physical objects i.e. an orange holographic glow on top of physical
objects that hints at a sequence of interactions, could provide entirely different results. For
instance, the current UI style where words written on the UI influenced voice commands, but some
proposed commands could be entirely different if there were no words available on the user
interface. A different UI style could also mean that users’ method of preference changes. In this
way, multiple UI interface styles could be probed on for input interaction variations that may even
influence input method preference.
Additionally, situational and environmental dependencies could be explored. For
example, how do people interact when it is dark or when they are in a room full of people versus
by themselves. Perhaps there would be one method that would stand out from the other if certain
circumstances are tested. For example, it may be that all users prefer voice commands when it is
dark. Furthermore, all participants may prefer gesture when they are at work, etc. Situational and
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environmental dependency is a major factor that was discussed by the participants. Thus, this is
something that should be explored further, and it may provide deeper insight into the topic.
Furthermore, another prospect that can be examined is alternative elicitation methods.
For example, what gestures or voice commands do users pick when provided with a list of options?
That would provide insight into a set of predetermined gesture and voice command set.
Alternatively, users could have been prompted for three proposals to conduct the same step and
then asked to pick their favourite. However, the study was conducted in a way such that users were
being observed for their first, intuitive proposal. However, other elicitation methods could be
explored to see if alternative insights arise.
Another aspect to consider is how interactions would be different if the system was actually
implemented. Are there other interaction difficulties to consider that may have been overseen
because the gulf of execution was removed? There could be things like delays in system response
or the system’s ability to recognize input based on environment that could encourage the user to
favour one input method over another. Thus, although these are the reasons why the experiment
was carried out without implementation, it would also be informative to see how technological
thresholds could alter user preferences.
Additionally, the experiment could be carried out in a real home environment along with
devices that are actually IoT-embedded. The lab was set up with home scenarios and hardware
was used. However, it would be interesting and perhaps more realistic for the participants if there
were real blinds that were smart instead of a picture of the blinds on a makeshift window. Also,
maybe users would feel more at home if they were operating things from a couch instead of an
office chair (imaginary couch). The current setup was able to provide insight because the study
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was input-based rather than output-based and thus allowed for wizard-of-oz style output. However,
a more realistic environment and devices would allow for environmental affordances to also
become highlighted.
Lastly, other variables and capabilities could also be tested. One is conducting the study
with another form of augmented reality (instead of headset AR). Another example is probing on
other forms of input such as gaze. Another is controlling remotely. How can one control the
lighting from another room using voice commands or gesture? Does this add to the input (i.e. “turn
on the light” versus “turn on the first light in the garage”)? Another thing to examine is
collaborative control. What is the most preferred input method when a family is co-controlling the
smart refrigerator (i.e. “add person A’s favourite food to the shopping list”)? The purpose of this
research is to contribute in making home life easier for people via IoT and AR technology. Thus,
there are virtually unlimited prospects that could be examined in attempt to narrow down on what
users want.
5.2.2 Conclusion
This thesis overcomes (in part) the lack of user involvement in the design of gestures and
voice commands and presents an exploration of user preferences through an elicitation study.
Furthermore, it brings forth the differences between gestural input and voice command input from
the perspective of the user.
This topic was narrowed down due to an interest in the convergence of the virtual world
and the physical world and how technology can help operate the physical world. A further probe
was conducted on augmented reality controls for physical objects. This provided motivation into
how IoT devices can be effectively controlled. Furthermore, a literature review was conducted to
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find gaps in research. The literature review spanned over: augmented reality hardware and research
(especially in relation to headset AR), IoT hardware and research (especially in relation to
augmented reality), gestural input and elicitations (as it pertains to current work), voice input and
elicitations (as it pertains to current work).
The review provided insight into what needs to be elicited and how it should be elicited,
and thus a procedure was developed. The study was conducted with 16 participants who were
video-captured while they performed the tasks and gave the interview. The data was analyzed via
the open-coding approach. This provided a way to not only observe what the users pick as gestures
and voice commands, but also witness the situational factors that influence those choices. Further
analysis was performed by deriving observational conclusions regarding the participants’
interaction and behavior (i.e. which hand was used when, etc.). A major contribution of this thesis
is a novel way to analyze voice commands: voice command pattern template. This approach
provides a command that would work for most users. Overall, this research provides a better idea
of what users want and need in terms of gestures and voice control as well as what their preferences
are. This research contributes to bridging the gap between technology and the virtual environment
in a way that progresses the human experience.
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Appendix A: Pre-Study Questionnaire
Pre-Study Questionnaire Participant ID : ______________ (To be filled in by researcher)
Gender : ______________ Age

: ______________

1. How often do you use remote controls to control a device (controlling from a phone, computer, etc)
(for work/non-work related)?
◯ Daily

◯ 2-5 times a week

◯ once a week

◯ once a month

◯ very rarely

2. How often do you use voice commands to control devices (ie. Where you are speaking to control how
a specific device behaves- siri, google home, etc)?
◯ Daily

◯ 2-5 times a week

◯ once a week

◯ once a month

◯ very rarely

3. How often do you use augmented reality without a headset- ie. On a phone (for work/ nonworkrelated)?
◯ Daily

◯ 2-5 times a week

◯ once a week

◯ once a month

◯ very rarely

4. How often do you use augmented reality with a headset (for work/ non-work-related)?
◯ Daily

◯ 2-5 times a week

◯ once a week

◯ once a month

◯ very rarely

5. How often do you use virtual reality with a headset (for work/ non-work-related)?
◯ Daily

◯ 2-5 times a week

◯ once a week

◯ once a month

◯ very rarely

6. If you have experience with any of the following immersive technologies (i.e. Virtual reality, mixed
reality, augmented reality)- on which platforms? (i.e. head set, tablet, phone, etc.) (i.e. snapchat filters,
etc.)?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
7. By definition, the internet of things (IoT) is: interconnection via the Internet of computing devices
embedded in everyday objects, enabling them to send and receive data. What experience do you have
with IoT, if any? If so, please describe some example of how you have used these technologies. What are
some common activities you perform on these?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix B: Part 1 (Gestures first script)
Researcher Script (Including Semi-Structured Interview)
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Appendix B: Part 2 (Voice first script)
Researcher Script (Including Semi-Structured Interview)
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Appendix C: Results of Pre-Study Questionnaire
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Appendix D: Raw Data
Legend

Round 1: Connect Computer to Print Queue
Gesture

Voice

125
Round 1: Blinds Control
Gesture

Voice

126
Round 1: Speaker Control
Gesture

Voice

127
Round 1: Following a Recipe (Cooking)
Gesture

*Note: Flip was also a kind of rotate.

Voice
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Round 2: Setting a Lights Schedule
Voice

Gesture

129
Round 2: Thermostat Control
Voice

Gesture

130

Round 2: Video Display and Control
Voice

Gesture

131
Round 2: Fixing a Boombox
Voice

Gesture
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Appendix E: Gesture Analysis
Interacting with Menu System

Environmental Control

133

Media Control

Following a Workflow
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Appendix F: Voice Command Analysis

Interacting with Menu System

Environmental Control

135

Media Control

Following a Workflow
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Appendix G: Non-Abstracted (Detailed) Results Table

Referent table with the resulting voice command set and gesture set. This table details two different
contexts for some referents and the results of each of those. The results of the two contexts are
combined to form a final result (for both voice and gesture). The number of users who made each
proposal can be seen here. The agreement rates are seen in the final voice and final gesture columns.
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Appendix H: Storyboards
The initial breakdown of all the storyboards. Some tasks were modified or removed later.
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Each scenario had 2 tasks (contexts), and each context was storyboarded 3 times with different
variations. The sample storyboard below is the thermostat control task (context) storyboard 1.

